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Abstract: In January 2017, the World Wide Web        

Consortium (W3C) approved a new     
recommendation, Data on the Web Best Practices       
(DWBP), with the intention of providing guidance       
for those who publish datasets of all kinds on the          
Web. The goals were to enhance communication       
between publishers and consumers, to promote the       
re-use of data, and to foster trust in data by          
consumers. We review the best practices in the        
context of science gateways and discuss the       
applicability of each guideline in scientific data       
sharing.   1

1. Introduction 
Scientists, by the nature of their work, generate        

enormous numbers of datasets every year. As       
science relies more and more on computation,       
digital datasets proliferate, and governments are      
increasingly asking researchers to manage their      
data with future availability in mind. Along with        
the enhanced emphasis on data management, there       
is increasing interest among researchers in      
ensuring reproducibility of experiments in the age       
of digital science, and one aspect of achieving that         
goal involves sharing the resultant data outside the        
original research organization. At the same time,       
the World Wide Web is becoming the premier        
delivery mechanism for data of all types. These        
trends are leading scientists to turn to the Web to          
enable effective data sharing.  

The effectiveness with which the Web can       
meet the expectations of scientist users for       
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attributes such as reproducibility and availability      
depends upon the care with which their datasets are         
published. Moreover, the development of future      
data management and manipulation systems will      
hinge on the ability of those systems to process         
published data. Knowledge of best practices in data        
publishing can help address the requirements of       
scientists and their stakeholder audiences. 

The W3C developed the Data on the Web Best         
Practices recommendation [1] to address machine-      
and human-oriented issues that affect data      
publishing across all disciplines. It explicitly      
sought use cases and ideas from contributors in the         
sciences, along with those from other domains       
such as government and the arts. The result is a set           
of guidelines that can help scientists (and others) to         
more effectively share data. The group’s work was        
part of a larger Data activity at the W3C, which          
also includes working groups on spatial data, RDF,        
CSV, and dataset exchange [2]. 

2. The Best Practices 
The best practices are grouped into thematic       

sections, each of which we describe briefly below. 

1.1 Metadata 
The context of data is crucial to understanding        

its applicability and its meaning. When a research        
dataset moves from the hands of its originator, it         
loses context unless it is preserved in some way.         
Providing metadata that can be used by both        
humans and machines, including metadata that      
describes the dataset overall and that explains its        
structure, preserves that context. 
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1.2 Data Licenses 
As scientific data is usually shared openly, one        

might conclude that the specification of licensing       
for shared data in the sciences is unneeded. But         
licensing information is still useful, as it answers        
the question of whether the data is indeed being         
released openly, and exactly what that means. For        
data released with restrictions, licensing     
information is all the more necessary. 

1.3 Data Provenance 
Data provenance really needs no introduction      

to the scientific community, as it provides       
transparency about data origin, applied     
methodologies, and influencing factors involved in      
an experiment. Yet, researchers may not be       
familiar with techniques for capturing provenance      
data in a manner that is amenable to processing         
and sharing via the Web. This section gives an         
example of providing provenance information     
using PROV-O [3], the W3C’s Provenance      
Ontology which acts as an exchange medium       
allowing researchers to integrate and     
cross-reference provenance collected from    
independent data sources.  

1.4 Data Quality 
The quality of a dataset can have a big impact          

on the quality of applications that use it. As a          
consequence, the inclusion of integrity-oriented     
information in data publishing and consumption      
pipelines is of primary importance. Usually, the       
assessment of quality involves different kinds of       
quality dimensions, each representing groups of      
characteristics that are relevant to publishers and       
consumers. This section introduces the Data      
Quality Vocabulary [4], which defines concepts      
such as measures and metrics to assess the quality         
for each quality dimension. There are heuristics       
designed to fit specific assessment situations that       
rely on quality indicators, namely, pieces of data        
content, pieces of data meta-information, and      
human ratings that give indications about the       
suitability of data for some intended use. 

1.5 Data Versioning 
Over time, a dataset may undergo changes,       

yielding copies that the originator considers new       

versions rather than new datasets. Since      
interpretations of what constitutes a new version       
vary greatly, this section focuses on guidance for        
indicating versions and the value of providing       
version histories. It introduces the Memento      
protocol [5], which provides a method for dealing        
with versioning in the context of Web publishing.        
Memento was developed by researchers in      
academia and government with interest in      
publishing scientific data on the web. 

1.6 Data Identifiers 
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) are     

fundamental to the existence of data on the web, no          
matter the domain. This section discusses      
techniques for ensuring persistence of dataset (and       
version) identifiers, and it also encourages the use        
of URIs within datasets. Good identifiers aid       
reproducibility and interpretation, enabling future     
researchers to discover and verify older work. 

1.7 Data Formats 
The formats in which scientific data is       

published directly affect the ease with which others        
can work with the data. Standardized formats can        
offer another researcher a huge leg up on        
understanding and correctly processing data.     
Providing locale-neutral data is important for      
sharing across national boundaries. The chance of       
another researcher being able to use a dataset is         
increased if it is offered in more than one format. 

1.8 Data Vocabularies 
Vocabularies provide benefit to science     

communities who want to share results associated       
with easily understandable and consistent     
terminology. Vocabularies define the concepts and      
relationships used to describe and represent either       
a specific scientific domain or cross-cutting      
foundational concepts relevant to many domains      
such as citation and data provenance. This section        
discusses the importance of reusing existing      
vocabularies and choosing one with the right       
granularity.   

1.9 Data Access 
Providing easy access to science data on the         

Web enables scientists, services, and tools to take        
advantage of observational, experimental, and     
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simulation data. Geographically distributed    
collaborative science teams are commonplace;     
publishers are increasingly requiring contributors     
to publish their data; and as a cost-saving measure,         
governments are emphasizing dataset archiving for      
research findings to retain results for future       
researchers who can reuse previous work. By       
default, the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)      
offers access primitives at an atomic transaction       
level. Providing access such as bulk download,       
offering data in multiple formats, and providing       
APIs to remote data sources should allow third        
parties to search and retrieve data based on        
customized requests.  

1.10 Data Preservation 
Many science organizations and science     

agencies do not have the resources to serve all data          
on the Web at all times into an indefinite future.          
There are also resource-prohibitive factors where      
the scale of data makes high-demand data retrieval        
impractical for both the publisher and the data        
consumer, requiring either long-term storage in a       
large-scale tape archive or eventual removal. In       
these situations, publishers should take steps to       
indicate what data has either been removed or        
archived. The recommendation discusses two     
aspects to be considered: first is the preservation of         
identifiers in such a way that a Uniform Resource         
Identifier (URI) will always dereference to the       
resource or redirect the consumer to information       
about the resource. A second aspect of data        
preservation is the assessment of dataset      
coverage—at the time of archiving, evaluating      
what dependencies also need to be preserved. For        
example, simulation results may require the      
inclusion of other resources such as any input        
parameters and methods used to generate the       
results. In other situations, if a dataset relies on         
vocabularies, a copy of the vocabulary should be        
retained to provide proper context for future users.  

1.11 Feedback 
Publishing on the Web enables data sharing on        

a large scale to a wide range of audiences with          
different levels of expertise. Data publishers want       
to ensure that the data published is meeting the         
data consumer’s needs, and for this purpose, user        

feedback is crucial. The recommendation     
highlights the fact that feedback has benefits for        
both publishers and consumers, helping data      
publishers to improve the integrity of their       
published data, as well as encouraging the       
publication of new data. Feedback allows data       
consumers to have a voice by describing usage        
experiences (e.g., applications using data),     
preferences, and needs. When possible, feedback      
should also be publicly available for other data        
consumers to examine. Making feedback publicly      
available allows users to become aware of other        
data consumers, supports a collaborative     
environment, and ensures that user community      
experiences, concerns, or questions are currently      
being addressed. 

From a user interface perspective, the      
document discusses best practices for gathering      
feedback from data consumers, including site      
registration, contact forms, quality ratings, surveys,      
and comment boxes. From a machine perspective,       
the document provides guidance about recording      
metrics on data usage or information about specific        
applications that use the data. Publishers are       
encouraged to display publicly available feedback      
in a human-readable form. The Dataset Usage       
Vocabulary (DUV) [6] is offered as a means of         
specifying feedback as well as other usage aspects        
of a dataset. 

1.12 Data Enrichment 
Data enrichment refers to a set of processes        

that can be used to enhance, refine, or otherwise         
improve raw or previously processed data. This       
contributes to making data a valuable asset. It is a          
diverse topic in itself, details of which are beyond         
the scope of the best practices document. It is,         
however, noted that some of these techniques       
should be approached with caution, as ethical       
concerns may arise. In scientific research, care       
must be taken to avoid enrichment that distorts        
results or statistical outcomes. For data about       
individuals, privacy issues may arise when      
combining datasets. That is, enriching one dataset       
with another, when neither contains sufficient      
information about any individual to identify them,       
may yield a combined dataset that compromises       
privacy. Furthermore, these techniques can be      
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carried out at scale, which in turn highlights the         
need for caution. 

1.13 Republication 
Reusing data on the Web is another way of         

publishing data; it is simply republishing. It can        
take the form of combining existing data with        
other datasets, creating Web applications or      
visualizations, or repackaging the data in a new        
form, such as a translation. Data republishers have        
some responsibilities that are unique to that form        
of publishing on the Web. This last section of best          
practices provides advice to be followed when       
republishing data. 

3. Conclusion 
The work of the Data on the Web Best         

Practices Working Group is the result of a        
consensus-based effort. It attempts to address the       
needs of many domains. As such, it cannot be         
assumed to cover the entire gamut of needs for any          
single domain. Thus, the publisher of data has        
ultimate responsibility for ensuring the quality of       
publication. Still, the practices outlined in the       
recommendation provide a useful starting point for       
effective publishing of scientific data on the Web. 
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